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ABSTRACT
The Online Solicitation Management System (OSMS) is a
Web-based system that is designed for the Office of Technology
Transfer and Commercialization (OTTC) to run grant proposal
solicitations more efficiently. This system is designed to
accept grant proposals, to find the best matched evaluators for
proposals, to calculate evaluation scores, and to generate
various reports. It has an external document conversion server
which converts Microsoft Word documents into Adobe Acrobat PDF
files, an internal email system and an upload/download files
system. Users in the system are divided into five different roles 
system administrator, program officer, staff, evaluator and
applicant. The system is made secure by using sessions and secure
HTTPS protocol to connect to the clients. All passwords are
encrypted and stored in the database.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Online Solicitation Management System (OSMS) is a
Web-based system that is designed for the Office of Technology
Transfer and Commercialization (OTTC) to run solicitations for
accepting grant proposals more efficiently, to make
participation more convenient, to improve the selection of
evaluators, to reduce paper work, and to provide efficient access
to solicitation archives. The system can accept grant proposals,
find the best matched evaluators for proposals based on their
expertise, calculate evaluation scores of proposals, and
generate various reports including viewable/printable PDF files
It has an external document conversion server which converts
Microsoft Word documents into Adobe Acrobat PDF files, an
internal email system and ah upload/download files system. Users
in the system are divided into five different roles: system
administrator, program of ficer, staff, evaluator and applicant.
The system is made secure by using sessions and secure HTTPS
protocol to connect to the clients. All account passwords are
encrypted and stored in the database.
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Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project is to redesign and improve
the previous version of the Online Solicitation Management
System, which has already been used by the Office of Technology
Transfer and Commercialization. New requirements and
functionalities such as supporting multiple solicitations,
converting uploaded documents to PDF files, finding best matches
of evaluators for proposals, and archiving solicitation data
have been implemented in this version. This project is to make
the current system more sophisticated, more efficient and more
user-friendly.
Project Products
This project has delivered three products: Online
Solicitation Management System, Document Conversion System and
Project Report Document.
Online Solicitation Management System
The working Web applications use JAVA Servlets and JSP
pages as front end, persistent objects and module operations
as business logics, and Oracle database system as back end. The
system runs on a machine that is hosted by the Department of
Computer Science. This system has been designed and implemented
by the programming team including the team leader Dr. David
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Turner and programmers: Rick Pallow and me. Dr.. David Turner
has decided the structure and design pattern to be implemented
and followed. Rick Pallow and I have been involved in every aspect
of the project and shared the work load to construct the system.
We have adapted the basic functionalities from the previous
version, added new functionalities for the requirements,
redesigned the user interfaces, and tested the system thoroughly
Aside from the common tasks, Rick Pallow also focused on
implementing the file system to allow users to upload/download
files, completing the PDF file generator to generate statistics
reports in PDF format on the fly, and carrying out the socket
connection to connect to a document conversion server designed
by Charlie Qiu and Dr. Turner. On the other hand, my major
assignments were to implement the areas of expertise used by
both evaluators and proposals, to develop the algorithm for
finding the best matches of evaluators for proposals, and to
redesign the form questions that were used to collect user's
input data.
Document Conversion System
Document Conversion System was designed and implemented
by Charlie Qiu and Dr. David Turner. It is installed on a
different machine in'the .Computer.Science research lab. This
3
system accepts socket connections from the Online Solicitation
Management System, receives data that is a Microsoft Word
document, converts the document into an Adobe Acrobat PDF file,
and passes the converted PDF file data back to the Online
Solicitation Management System. Rick Pallow and I did not involve
anything in the Document Conversion System. This task was 
assigned solely to Charlie Qiu and he has finished it with help
from Dr. David Turner.
Project Report Document
A project report document (this document) has been
finished with software specifications and design details. This
report only focuses on the Online Solicitation Management System
itself and does not mention about anything regarding the Document
Conversion System, which is Charlie Qiu's Project.
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CHAPTER TWO
SYSTEM DESIGN
System Interfaces
This project is a.3-tier distributed architecture. The
first tier is the client side. Users use Web browsers installed
in their computers to access the Online Solicitation Management
System. The middle tier is the machine running the Online
Solicitation Management System and the database system. The 
protocol between first tier and the middle tier is TCP/IP. The
Online Solicitation Management System handles the user requests
and accesses the database when needed. The third tier is a machine
running the Microsoft Windows System. When the Online
Solicitation Management System receives the Microsoft Word
documents uploaded by users, it passed them to the Document
Conversion System running on the third tier. The Document
Conversion System converts the Microsoft Word Documents into
Adobe Acrobat PDF files and passes them back to Online
Solicitation Management System. The protocol between middle
tier and third tier is TCP/IP. Figure 1 describes the system
interfaces.
5
Figure 1. System Interfaces
System Architecture
The Online Solicitation Management System was designed
following the Model-View-Controller (MVC) architecture. It
defines a separation of concerns in a program where the model
defines the internal data structures of the program, the view
defines how the model is rendered to the user, and the controller
performs the actual actions in the program that affect the model.
In this system, the model represents the persistent
6
objects and data access objects (DAO). The view represents the
JSP pages. The controller represents the Servlet and operation.
Figure 2 shows the system architecture.
Figure 2. System Architecture
The Tomcat Web server is used to accept user requests and
send back responses. User connects to the Web server by using 
Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) over TCP/IP protocol. The
Java Servlet Controller handles the user requests after they
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are accepted by the Web server. Then, the Java Servlet Controller
passes the HTTP requests to the operation controller. According
to the requests, the operation controller performs proper
operations such as accessing the database via DAO, validating
the user input data, or converting documents. After the requests
are processed, the responses are rendered into the Java Server 
Pages (JSP) and the pages written in Hypertext Markup Language
(HTML) are sent back to the client. Figure 3 and figure 4 show
the conceptual class diagrams for the MVC design pattern.
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Figure 4. Conceptual Class Diagram Part Two
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The database server is used as the data source. The DAO
access the database by using a JDBC connection. All the database
queries are written in the DAO to separate them from the
controllers.
When the client uploads a Microsoft Word document to the
system, the system will establish a socket connection over the
TCP/IP protocol to the document conversion server and passes
the document to it. After the document is converted, a separate
job processing thread receives the PDF file and stores it in
the file system.
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CHAPTER THREE
PRODUCT FUNCTIONS
The functions of this system can be grouped by different
roles in the system. The available roles in the system are
applicant, evaluator, staff, program officer, and system
administrator. Some functions such as login and logout are shared
among these roles; while other functions are assigned
specifically for certain roles. For example, creating a new
officer is only available.to administrators.
Functions for Applicant
The role, applicant, in the system is to submit grant
proposals in' order to get funded. The applicant needs to create
his own account in order to login to the system. After he logs
in, the system lists available solicitations. He can view the
details of each solicitation and decide which one to apply. The
system also indicates which solicitations he has already applied
Then, the applicant clicks on the links of the solicitations
to create or modify his applications. To create a new application
the applicant needs to fill out the online application form.
The application form includes a set of questions to be answered,
and the technology areas to be selected. After he finishes the
12
application form, he is automatically redirected to the file
uploading page, where he can upload the proposal file. The
proposal file is in Microsoft Word format or PDF format, and
can be downloaded from the home page of OTTC. The applicant needs
to fill out the proposal file prior to uploading it to the system.
The system can show the status of the application; therefore,
applicants know that the application they created or modified
has been completed or not. The online application form and
proposal file can be modified and uploaded as many times as needed
before the submission deadline. Figure 5 shows the use case
diagram for the applicant.
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Figure 5. Use Case Diagram for the Applicant
Functions for Evaluator
The evaluator in the system is required to select the areas
of expertise, to read the applications, and to write the 
evaluations. Usually, the evaluator accounts are assigned to
OTTC faculties, professors, consultants, or people who have
14
expertise in the areas that can help the OTTC making decisions.
The evaluator needs to create his own account in order to login
to the system. After he logs in, the system shows him a list
of applications that are assigned to him. He needs to submit
the evaluation of each assigned application before the
evaluation deadline. He can modify his own evaluations prior
to the deadline as many times as he wants. He can also modify
his areas of expertise and personal information. Figure 6 shows
the use case diagram for the evaluator.
15
Figure 6. Use Case Diagram for the Evaluator
Functions for Staff
The staff in the system is designed to view the system
settings, the applications, the evaluations, and the reports.
Usually, the OTTC employees who need to access the system are
assigned to this kind of role, because they don't need to ability
16
to modify the system settings. They only need to read the
solicitations, the applications, the evaluators, and the
statistics reports in order to make decisions on approving grant
proposals. Therefore, the functionalities for the staff are
limited to read-only. The staff accounts in the system are
created by officers. The functionalities of the officer will
be discussed in the next paragraphs. After a staff's account
is created, the person who owns this account can login to the
system. After logging in, he can modify his personal information.
Changing his password can only be done after he has logged in.
Finally, he can log out of the system. The functionalities for
the staff are divided into three categories; general functions,
solicitation-specific functions and system-wide functions.
General Functions
General functions for Staff include login, logout,
retrieve password, and edit personal info. These functions are
shared with other roles in the system. Figure 7 shows the general
functions for the Staff.
17
Figure 7. Use Case Diagram for the Staff Part One
Solicitation-specific Functions
Functions under this category are designed to operate with
each individual solicitation. The scenario for these functions
is as follows. After the staff logs in, he selects a solicitation
from the list of all available solicitations. Then, he can view
a list of applications that have been submitted to this
solicitation. He can further view the details of each single
application, including the online application form and uploaded
proposal file. He can view the statistics reports as well as
the settings of this solicitation. Figure 8 shows the
solicitation-specific functions for the staff.
18
Reports
Figure 8. Use Case Diagram for the Staff Part Two
System-wide Functions
Functions under this category are solicitation
independent, because they are not designed to operate on
solicitations. These functions are list evaluators, view
evaluator, list applicants, view applicant, view system
settings, list areas of expertise, view area expertise, list
OTTC awards, view OTTC award, list application guestions, view
application guestion, list evaluation guestions, view
evaluation guestion. Figure 9 shows the use case diagram.
19
Figure 9. Use Case Diagram for the Staff Part Three
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Functions for Officer
The officer in the system is responsible for setting up
the system, modifying system settings, creating new
solicitations, adjusting solicitation settings, and assigning
evaluators to applications. In addition to the functionalities
designed for staff, the officer also has the abilities to modify
the data in the system. The OTTC employees who run the
solicitations are usually assigned to this type of account. The
officer accounts in the system are created by the system
administrator. The role, system administrator, will be
discussed in the next paragraphs. After an officer account has
been created, the person who owns this account can login to the
system. After he logs in, he can modify his personal information
and change his password. He may log out of the system anytime
he wants . The officer has all the privileges to operate the system
except creating another officer account and accessing
administrator's account. Similar to staff's functions, the
officer's functions are also divided into three categories:
general functions, solicitation-specific functions and
system-wide functions.
General Functions
General functions for Staff include login, logout,
retrieve password, and edit personal info. These functions are
2.1
shared with other roles in the system. Figure 10 shows the general
functions for the Staff.
Figure 10. Use Case Diagram for the Officer Part One
Solicitation-specific Functions
The functions under this category are designed to operate
on each individual solicitation. These functions are: create
solicitation, copy solicitation, list solicitations, view
solicitation, edit solicitation, delete solicitation, list
applications, view application form, view proposal, upload
proposal, edit application form, delete application, insert
reference number, assign/un-assign application questions,
assign/un-assign evaluation questions, assign/un-assign OTTC 
awards, assign/un-assign evaluators, list thrust areas, create
thrust area, edit thrust area, delete thrust area, list
evaluations, view evaluation, and view statistics reports.
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Figure 11 shows the solicitation-specific functions for the
officer. Some of these functions such as read-only ones can be
operated by staff, too.
23
Create Solicitation
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System-wide Functions
Functions under this category are designed to operate on
the system settings. The officer needs to setup the system prior
to create any solicitation. The system-wide functions are: list
evaluators, view evaluator, edit evaluator, delete evaluator,
list applicants, view applicant, edit applicant, delete
applicant, list staffs, create staff, edit staff, delete staff,
list areas of expertise, view area of expertise, create area
of expertise, edit'area of expertise, delete area of expertise,
list OTTC awards, view OTTC award, create OTTC award, edit OTTC
award, delete OTTC award, list application form questions, view
application form question, create application form question,
edit application form question, delete application form
question, list evaluation form questions, view evaluation form
question, create evaluation form question, edit evaluation form
question, and delete evaluation form question. Figure 12 shows
the system-wide functions for the officer.
25
Create Evaluation Question
Figure 12., Use Case Diagram for the Officer Part Three
' y 2 6
Functions for Administrator
The administrator's major jobs in the system are to create,
list, view, modify, and delete officer accounts. The
administrator's account is assigned to the person who takes care
of routine maintenances of the system, database, and document
conversion application. The person shouldbe one of the faculties
or staffs working in the Department of Computer Science. This
account is created when the system is initialized. The account
information is hard-coded in the database script and can be
changed after the administrator logs in. Figure 13 shows the
use case diagram for the administrator.
Logout
Login
Figure 13. Use Case Diagram for the Administrator
Retrieve Password
Edit Personal Info
List Officer Accounts
View Officer Account
Create Officer Account
Edit Officer Account
Delete Officer Account
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CHAPTER FOUR
DATABASE DESIGN
In this chapter, the conceptual and physical database
schema will be discussed. The details of each table will also
be identified. For this project, all the information is gathered
from Web page forms and links. The information that needs to
keep track of has to be stored in the database. Before we can
analyse the database schema, we have to identify the
functionalities of each role in the system. From chapter three,
we have general concepts of what each role can do in the system;
therefore, we can start constructing the conceptual database
schema in the following sections.
Conceptual Database Schema
Entity of the Users
In this system, we have identified five different kinds
of users: applicant, evaluator, staff, officer, and
administrator. Each user belongs to either one of the five roles.
Crossover of roles is allowed for this project. On top of each
role in the system, a general entity that stores the general
information is identified. This entity is named as User. All
the five roles inherit from this entity. Figure 14 shows the
28
entities of users and its inheritance. Figure'15 shows the entity
of the applicant and figure 16 shows the entity of the evaluator.
29
Figure 15. Entity of the Evaluator-
Entity of the Application
Applications in the system are created by applicants . When 
submitting the application, the applicant needs to fill out the 
application form. The application form contains a set of
questions that need to be answered by the applicant. It also
contains the technology areas that need to be chosen by the
applicant. The application needs a proposal file to be completed.
Therefore, the input data, the technology areas and uploaded
proposal file need to be stored in the database. Figure 17 shows
the entity of the application.
31
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Entity of the .Evaluation
After the evaluators are assigned to the applications,
they need to finish their evaluations before the deadline. By
answering a set of evaluation questions, their answers will be
stored in the database. An evaluation is corresponding to an
application. Each evaluation contains a set of answers to the
32
evaluation questions . An application can be assigned to multiple
evaluators to be evaluated. The evaluations will not exist until
evaluators are assigned to applications. Figure 18 shows the
entity of the evaluation.
Figure 18. Entity of the Evaluation
Entity of the Solicitation
Solicitations are created by officers but it is not
necessary to keep track of the creators of the solicitations.
A solicitation contains a set of applications questions,
evaluation questions, and OTTC awards. The officer also needs
to create the thrusts for each solicitation. All of the
applications have to be submitted to the solicitations.
Applications can not be submitted to solicitations until the
solicitation is created and opened to public. Figure 19 shows
the entity of the solicitation.
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Entity of the Area of Expertise
In order to find the suitable evaluators to evaluate the
applications, the system needs to keep track of the expertise
of each evaluator. Therefore, the area of expertise entity is
identified. Since, the applications have technology areas., the
system can suggest the suitable evaluators according to their
areas of expertise. The area of expertise entity for the
evaluators also serves as the technology area entity for the
applications. Figure 20 shows the entity of the area of
expertise.
34
Figure 20. Entity of the Area, of Expertise
Other Entities - ' ' .
Other entities in the system are: OTTC award, application
form question, and evaluation ’form question. Figure 21 shows
these three entities.
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Entity-Relationship Schema
After identifying each entity in the system, we can start
constructing the relationship between each one of them. The
constraint requirements between each entity come from the system
functionalities discussed in the previous chapter. Figure 22
shows the Entity-Relationship Schema of the system.
36
Staff
Figure 22. Entity-Relationship Schema
Evaluation
Question
N
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Relational Schema
After the Entity-Relationship (ER) Diagram has been done,
we can start translating it into Relational Schema. First of
all, the composite and multi-valued attributes need to be
represented as tables with the constraint of foreign key from
the entity. Second, the one-to-many relationship types are
represented as tables. For the many-sided table, a foreign key
column is added pointing to the primary key of the one-sided
table. Third, for each many-to-many relationship type, a join
table is created to represent the relationship. The join table
contains foreign keys and/or extra information from both
entities. Finally, the weak entities and inheritances are
translated into relational schema following the rules mentioned
before. Figure 23 and figure 24 show the result of the
translation.
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ADMIN OFFICER STAFF
id id id
USERS ts"
loain id password passwordkey email prefix first name last namez
APPLICANT
id creation date fax streetl street2
city county state zip office name
APPLICANT PHONE
Id area number ext
APPLICATION
id prefix last name first name creation date proposal
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CONTACT PHONE
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APPLICATION ANSWER
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(Details are shown in next figure)
[ EVALUATION ANSWER
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EVALUATOR
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EVALUATOR PHONE
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APPLICATION AREA EVALUATOR AREA
application id area id evaluator id area id
AREA OF EXPERTISE
code title description
Figure 23. Relational Schema Part One
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SOLICITATION
Figure 24. Relational Schema Part Two
Details of Database Tables
Database Users Table
This table stores the basic information such as login id,
email, prefix, first name, last name, password, and password
key. It has relationships with admin, applicant, evaluator,
officer and staff tables. The primary key of this table is login
id. The primary keys of role tables are mapped to the login id
of this table. Therefore, common information can be retrieved
from the user table instead of storing it separately. The
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applicant, evaluator, staff, officer, and admin are inherited
from this entity. Table 1 shows the details of the users table.
Table 1. Database Users Table
Field Name Data Type Description
Login id varchar(255) Unique primary key
Password varchar(255) Encrypted password.
Password key varchar(255) Used when retrieving password.
Email varchar(255) User's email.
Prefix Varchar(9) Prefix before full name.
Last name Varchar(255) User's last name.
First name Varchar(255) User's first name.
Database Applicant Table
The primary key of applicant table is mapped to the users
table. This table has a relationship with the application table
that stores the application information. Table 2 shows the
details of the applicant table.
Table 2. Database Applicant Table
Field Name Data Type Description
id Varchar(255) Foreign key mapped to users.
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-Fax Varchar(255) User< s FAX number -
Office name Varchar (255.) - The-title of the'.office.
Streetl Varchar(255) Street - first line.
Street2 Varchar (255') Street - second line.
City Varchar (25.5) City.
State Varchar(255) State.
County. Varchar(255) County.
Zip Varchar(255) . ZIP code..
Creation date - ■Date. ; The - creation,date of the account.
Database Applicant Phone Number Table
The: applicant's. phone ^number attribute in the database
schema is not only multiple but also composite. Hence-, a table
stores only the applicant's phone numbers is necessary. Table
3 shows the details of applicant's phone number table.
Table 3. Database Applicant Phone Number Table
Field Name Data Type Description
Id Varchar(255) Foreign key mapped to applicant.
area Varchar(3) Area code.
number varchar-( 8) Phone number..
ext varchar(8) Extension number
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Database Application Table
This table stores the information of the person or company
who submit the application form'to the solicitation. It has
one-to-many relationship types with the solicitation, and
applicant tables. It also has many-to-many relationship types
with the evaluation and area of expertise tables. Table 4 shows
the details of the application table.
Table 4. Database Application Table
Field Name Data Type Description
Id Integer Unique primary key.
Prefix Varchar(9) Prefix before full name.
Last name Varchar(255) User's last name.
First name Varchar(255) User's first name.
Fax Varchar(255) User's FAX number
Office name Varchar(255) The title of the office.
Streetl Varchar(255) Street - first line.
Street2 Varchar(255) Street - second line.
City Varchar(255) City.
State Varchar(255) State.
County Varchar (255) . County.
Zip Varchar(255) ZIP code.
Ssn tax id Varchar(255) SSN or TAX ID.
The abstract Varchar(255) Abstract of the proposal
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Website Varchar(255) URL of company's Website.
Solicitation id Integer Foreign key mapped to solicitation id.
Applicant id Varchar(255) Foreign key mapped to applicant id.
Ref number Varchar(255) Reference number used by officer.
Database Application Contact Phone Number Table
The contact phone number in the application is multiple
value and composite. Therefore, a separate table from the
application table is needed to represent this information. Table
5 shows the details of the application contact phone number
table.
Table 5. Database Application Contact Phone Number Table
Field Name Data Type Description
Id Integer Foreign key mapped to application.
area Varchar(3) Area code.
number varchar(8) Phone number.
ext varchar(8) Extension number
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Database Application Form Answer Table
When the applicants submit the.applications, they need
to answer a set of application form questions. The answers to
these questions need to be stored in to database. For the
application, the application form answer is multi-valued;
therefore, a separate, table'from application is needed to store
the information. Table 6 shows the details of the application
form answer table.
Table 6. Database Application Form Answer Table
Field Name Data Type Description
Id Integer Foreign key mapped to application.
question id Integer Foreign key mapped to application form 
question.
answer varchar(255) The answer.
Database Evaluator Table
The foreign key in this table is mapped to the users table.
This table has a one-to-many relationship type with evaluation,
and a many-to-many relationship type with area of expertise.
Table 4 shows the details of the evaluator table. Evaluator's
phone number can be multi-valued and it is also a composite
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attribute. Therefore, a separate storing the phone number
information is needed. Table 7 shows the details of the evaluator
table.
Table 7. Database Evaluator Table
Field Name Data Type Description
Id Varchar(255) Foreign key mapped to users.
Fax Varchar(255) User's FAX number
Office name Varchar(255) The title of the office.
Streetl Varchar(255) Street - first line.
Street2 Varchar(255) Street - second line.
City Varchar(255) City.
State Varchar(255) State.
County Varchar(255) County.
Zip Varchar(255) ZIP code.
Evaluator number Varchar(255) Used by officer to hide his real name.
Memo Text Used by officer to keep notes.
Status Varchar(255) Used by officer to indicate this account 
is active or not.
Score Varchar(255) Used by officer to set scores.
Creation date Date The creation date.
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Database Evaluator Phone Number Table
The phone number information of the evaluator can be
multi-valued. It is also a composite attribute in the evaluator
entity. Therefore, a separate table is needed to represent the
information. Table 8 shows the details of the evaluator phone
number table.
Table 8. Database Evaluator Phone Number Table
Field Name Data Type Description
Id Varchar(255) Foreign key mapped to evaluator.
area Varchar(3) Area code.
number varchar ('8 ) ■, Phone number.
ext varchar(8) Extension number
Database Evaluation Table
Evaluations are created after evaluators are assigned to
applications. Therefore, two foreign key constraints in this
table are mapped to evaluator and application tables. An
incomplete evaluation is acceptable in the system and an
attribute keep track of the evaluation status. The primary key
of this table is composite that combines the evaluator id and
application id. Table 9 shows the details of this table.
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Table 9. Database Evaluation Table
Field Name Data Type Description
Evaluator id Varchar(255) Foreign key mapped to evaluator.
Application id Integer Foreign key mapped to application.
Status Varchar(255) Status of evaluation.
Evaluation Answer Table
This table stores the input data of answers to evaluation
questions. These answers are submitted by evaluators during
their evaluation of applications. The evaluators need to provide
their professional opinions on different subjects and give each
aspect a score. Table 10 shows the details of the evaluation
answer table.
Table 10. Database Evaluation Answer Table
Field Name Data Type Description
Evaluation id Varchar(255) Foreign key mapped to primary key of 
evaluation.
Evaluation 
question id
Integer Foreign key mapped to evaluation question 
.table.
Answer Varchar(255) The content of the answer.
Score Integer Numeric score.
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Database Area of Expertise Table
This table is used to store information of areas of
expertise. This information is used by both evaluators and 
applications. For applications, this entity is renamed to
technology areas’. Because both evaluators and applications have
relationship with this table; therefore, the system can suggest
the best candidates of evaluators to.evaluate applications. This
table has many-to-many relationship types with the application
and evaluator tables. Table 11 shows the details of the area
table.
Table 11. Database Area of Expertise Table
Field Name Data Type Description
Id Integer Unique primary key.
Code Varchar(255) The internal code used by officer.
Title Varchar(255) The title of area.
Description Varchar(255) The description of area.
Database Join Table for Evaluator and Area of
Expertise
Since the evaluator has a many-to-many relationship type
with area of expertise; therefore, a join table is needed to
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represent this relationship type. Table 12 shows the details
of this table.
Table 12. Join Table for Evaluator and Area of Expertise
Field Name Data Type Description
Evaluator id Integer Foreign key to evaluator table.
Area id Integer Foreign key to area table.
Database Join Table for Application and Area of
Expertise
Since the application has a many-to-many relationship type
with area of expertise; therefore, a join table is needed to
represent this relationship type. Table 13 shows the details
of this table.
Table 13. Join Table for Application and Area of Expertise
Field Name Data Type Description
Application id Integer Foreign key to application table.
Evaluator id Integer Foreign key to evaluator table.
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Database Solicitation Table
Solicitations are created by officers. When creating a
new solicitation, the officer needs fill out the solicitation
information such as title, status, submission deadline, and
evaluation deadline. Then, he needs to create thrusts for this
solicitation. Finally, he needs to assign application form
questions, evaluation form questions, and OTTC awards to the 
newly created solicitation. Table 14 shows the details of the
solicitation table.
Table 14. Database Solicitation Table
Field Name Data Type Description
Id Integer Unique primary key.
Title Varchar(255) Title of solicitation
Status Varchar(255) Current status of solicitation.
Submission deadline Date The deadline for applicant to finish 
his application.
Evaluation deadline Date The deadline for evaluator to finish 
his evaluation.
Database Thrust Table
The thrust (goal) is a multi-valued attribute in the
solicitation entity. Therefore, a separate table is needed to
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represent this information. It is also a composite attribute
in the solicitation entity. Table 15 shows the details of this
table.
Table 15. Database Thrust Table.
Field Name Data Type Description
Id Integer Unique primary key.
Title Varchar(255) Title of the thrust
Description Text Description of the thrust.
Database Application Form Question Table
The officers can define application form questions in the
system settings. They are assigned to solicitations and can be
reused. This table has many-to-many relationship type with the
solicitation table. Table 16 shows the details of the application
form question table.
Table 16. Database Application Form Question Table
Field Name Data Type Description
Id Integer Unique primary key.
question Varchar(255) The content of question.
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Field type Varchar(255) The type of input field.
Field size Varchar(255) The size of input field.
Database Evaluation Form Question Table
The officer can define evaluation form questions in the
system settings. They are assigned to solicitations and can be
reused. Table 17 shows the details of the evaluation form
question table.
Table 17. Database Evaluation Form Question Table
Field Name Data Type Description
Id Integer Unique primary key.
question Varchar(255) The content of question.
Field type Varchar(255) The type of input field.
Field size Varchar(255) The size of input field.
Data type Varchar(255) The type of the input data.
has score Integer Indicating if the score has been given.
Database Award Table
This table stores the information of different kinds of
awards that applicants can apply for. These awards will be shown
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as checkboxes on the application form to let applicants select.
This table has a many-to-many relationship type with the
solicitation. Table 18 shows the•details of the award table.
Table 18. Database Award Table
Field Name Data Type Description
Id Integer Unique primary key.
Award Varchar(255) Title of the award.
Database Join Table for Solicitation and Application
Form Question
Since the solicitation entity has a many-to-many
relationship type with the application form question entity;
therefore, a join table is needed to represent this relationship
type. Table 19 shows the details of join table.
Table 19. Join Table for Solicitation and Application Form 
Question
Field Name Data Type Description
solicitation id Integer Foreign key mapped to 
solicitation.
application question id Integer Foreign key mapped to application 
form question.
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Databa Join Table for Solicitation and Evaluation
Form Question
A join table is needed to represent the relationship type
between solicitation and evaluation form question. Table 20
shows the details of join table.
Table 20. Join Table for Solicitation and Evaluation Form 
Question
Field Name Data Type Description
solicitation id Integer Foreign key mapped to 
solicitation.
evaluation question id Integer Foreign key mapped to evaluation 
form question.
Database Join Table for Solicitation and Award
A join table is needed to represent the relationship type
between solicitation and award.. Table 21 shows the details of
join table.
Table 21. Join Table for Solicitation and Application Form 
Question
Field Name Data Type Description
solicitation id Integer Foreign key mapped to solicitation.
ottc award id Integer Foreign key mapped to OTTC award.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
Introduction
The system has been implemented by following the Model
View Controlled (MVC) architecture and Database Access Object
(DAO) pattern. By adapting these design patterns, we reduced
the system complexity and improved the development performances
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) has been used to produce a
consistent look and feel of Web pages in the user interface.
Every page has menu tabs and function buttons at the top, and
is followed by the page content in the center. Information,
warning messages, and error messages are displayed between the
function buttons and page content; therefore, the user will
notice any important message. Informative page title and FYI
let the user know what they are going to do. User-friendly was
the first priority when developing the user interfaces.
This project has been completed by software development
team, which has Dr, Art Concepcion as project leader, Dr. David
Turner as team leader, Rick Pallow and I as programmers. With
countless internal meetings and feedback from the client, Dr.
David Turner has guided the software development team to complete
the project. .
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The work to finish this project has been assigned and
shared between Rick Pallow and me. To divide the work between
two programmers precisely, Rick Pallow has been assigned mainly
to develop the file system, to implement upload and download
mechanism, to test socket connection to document conversion
machine, and to fine tune the user interfaces for final
production. My major work has been assigned to develop the areas
of expertise, to implement all the form questions for more
flexibility to the user, and to develop a solution for matching
up evaluators to applications. Other system functionalities
have been assigned between these two programmers and they all
have been involved in developing and implementing the whole
system.
The document conversion server, which is running on
another machine, has been solely developed by Charlie Qiu and
fine tuned by Dr. David Turner. It has a socket interface to
allow the system to connect to it. This system uses the socket
interface to pass and receive data. The document conversion is
done by the application designed by Charlie Qiu. This system
does not do any document conversion at all.
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I.I
Mapping the Database to Objects
This system was developed by using Java programming
language that is an Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) Language.
To take advantage of this high-level programming language, we
analyzed the database schemas and mapped them to the persistent
objects in the system. We started from the ER diagram and
translated it into Object-oriented Data Mapping (ODM) diagram
showed in figure 25.
I
I
I
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User
Figure 25. Object-Oriented Data Mapping
Analysis of the Objects
After we had the object-oriented data mapping diagram,
we could further details each object and make necessary
modifications. Figure 26 shows the details of some of the data
access objects.
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Figure 26. Detail Class Diagram of Some Data Access Objects
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One of the purposes for this project is to help OTTC choose
suitable evaluators to evaluate the applications, iIn order to
I
do this, the Area of Expertise Class is created and it is used
by both evaluators and applications. Therefore, the
applications can be linked to evaluators based on the common
Areas of Expertise. Finding the suitable evaluators to
applications can be achieved by developing a practicable
algorithm.
According to the requirements, we map the Area of Expertise
objects into a tree. The Area of Expertise object contains a
property which is named Code. The Code is in text form but
contains numbers only. One of the Area of Expertise objects has
the code named "null". It is used to indicate that this Area
of Expertise object has no parent and it is the very top level
of the tree. Although the tree can be expended into infinite
levels, we have limited the tree to have only five, levels and
each node of the tree can only have a maximum number of one hundred
of nodes and/or leaves. With these assumptions, we conclude that
the length of the Code property is between two to ten characters
except the very top level node. Then, finding the1 suitable
i
evaluators to applications has become comparing the Code
properties between evaluators and proposals.
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The OTTC has provided the information of the Areas of
i
I
Expertise that they are currently using. Technology and business
I
areas are two major categories. Every Area of Expertise belongs
to either technology category or business category. The lower
level the area is in, the more specific category it is. The OTTC
also wants to separate the evaluators into four groups:
evaluators with business backgrounds and exact matching
technology areas, technical evaluators with exact matching
technology areas, evaluators with business backgrounds and no
exact matching technology areas, and evaluators with no exact
matching technology areas. r !
With these requirements in mind, we have come out several
algorithms to implement the,matching problem. One of them that
we choose to use is comparing at what level the exact or partial
matching occurs. We assume that the lower level the matching
is found, the better matching it is. When comparing two exact
matches, the one that happens in the lower level is the better
one. Another algorithm that we did not choose to implement is
to compare the distance between two leaves in the tree. We assume, 
that the less distance between two leaves in the jtree is the 
better matching. But we have difficulty deciding which matching
is the better one when comparing the same distance.
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Common User Interfaces
Common user interfaces include login, logout, register,
edit personal information, edit personal profile, and lost
password pages. These interfaces are detailed in the following
paragraphs.
All the users use the same login page to identify
themselves. Authentication and authorization is done by Java
Servlets. Figure 27 shows the login page snapshot.
OttC
Office of Technciagy Transfer and Comniercieitzdtion 
California Slate University, San Bernardino
N!?wTo OTTCTWeas'e^egistafWi ■' OTTC
• Steps to Submit a Mew Grant Application
• Register as a New Evaluator
. Steps to Modify or Complete an Existing Grant Application
• Recover a Forgotten Username or Password
• Submission Deadlines
. Proposal Document Guidelines
Registered User - Please Login
User Name: i
Password: i
Forgot Password? New User?Reg(ster First
Steps to Submit a New Grant Application
1. Read the solicitation instructions.
2. If you have a username and password with OTTC (from the current or previous 
solicitation), then login. Otherwise, register a new username and password.
3. Select the solicitation for which you wish to submit an application.
4. Choose to submit a new application. (Multiple submissions are allowed.)
Steps to Modify or Complete an Existing Grant Application
Figure 27. Login
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The new user registration page is only available for
applicant and evaluator. The registration process has two steps.
The first step is to choose either registration for the applicant
account, or evaluator account. The next step is to fill out the
personal information. Figure 28 shows the second step of
registration.
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Office of Tectmofogy Transfer and Commercialization 
California Slats University, San Qerrsaidino
l^egistcrNew Account
Step 1. Proposer or Evaluator? (Step , ....tint Information)
[ catspat i
Contact Information 
Title
r'
First name
Last name ___________
Street address
Figure 28. Registration Step Two
Editing personal information is available only for
applicant and evaluator. In this page, users can edit every field
except their user name. The system will run a validation after
the information has been submitted, and will notify the user
if there is any error. Figure 29 shows the page to edit personal
information.
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Office ofTecfinofogy Transfer and Coinmercializeifon 
California State University. Sen Bernardino
Solicitations Logout
[ fiaricei | p;dit Password"]
Edit Personal Info
UsarName:
Email;
Prefix:
Last Name:
First Name:
Primary Phone:
Secondary Phone:
•applicant
s«we_3us«n@v*exx)in s’
stgvs.atctioO ’^'ezKtn j confirm again.
&b. ““ ~~ ” I
fCsU
...........
i Stone
£ ) 300 «0> EM |M» j
Figure 29. Edit Personal Information
If the password is lost, the system can send an email to
the user's email address with a link to allow him to reset his
password. Figure 30 shows the page to retrieve the password.
Office of Technology Transfer and Commercialization 
California Stale University, Sait Bernardino
[T+teme]
Enteryour Username and click on Submit. You will recieve an email from the OTTC 
Solication to reset your password.
1. If you do not remember your Username, please contact the Office of Technology Transfer and 
Commercialization Office for further assistance via Phone at 909-880-7747.
2. Remember that the login Username is different from the email address.
User Name: 5
Figure 30. Lost Password
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Applicant's User Interfaces
After the applicant has logged in, his home page will show
him a list of active solicitations if there is any. Figure 31
shows the applicant's home page.
otte
Office of Technology Transfer and Commercialization 
California State University, San Bernardino
’7^*? I egout
= [ ]
; All Active Solicitations
Solicitation Title Deadline Submitted Application
2005-0S-12 1
FYI:
♦ To view the detail of each solicitation, and vour aoDlications under each solicitation, please 
Figure 31. Applicant Home Page
From his home page, he can click on the link of solicitation
title to view the details. Figure 32 shows the solicitation
details.
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ottc
Office of Technology Transfer end Commercialization 
California State University, Son Bernardino
; Solicitations Logout1 I l, '■ „'l t f I II ■>«! .11/ Il '
[“Sufrmit Another Application For This Solicitation :
Solicitation Details
Your Applications
RAPIO ANO SE-NST1VS DETECTION OP PERCHLORATE AT TRACS CONCgNTRATtONS
i Solicitation: S&-2004-G2I/A (Industry and Academia)
Submission 05/12/2005 
Deadline:
Thrust Areas
• Thrust 1 cvinw descrintion>
o Thrust 1-1 a.y.ifi.l^deg.grja.tittna.
; • Thrust 2 <vi«w description*
Figure 32. View Solicitation Details
When viewing the solicitation details, the system will
also let him know if he has already submitted any application
or not. Then, he can create a new application or edit an existing
one. Figure 33 shows the creating a new application page and
Figure 34 shows the editing an existing application page.
orre
Office of Technology Transfer and Commercialization 
California State University, Sen Bernardino
{Solicitations Logout
SB-200*4-:02I/'4i?3r>dustrv«and*AcadeiTiiafe)Tv'
Application for S8-2004-02I/A (Industry and Academia)
(Step 1. Application Form) Step 2, Upload Proposal Step 3. Confirmation
Cancel
Application Title
First Name
Last Name
Figure 33. Create Application First Step
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ottc
Office of Technology Transfer and Commercialization 
California State University, San Bernardino
So < • 1 unu.it
|lSb-203'4-W/'A\lndusih\aty
status
COMPLETE
COMPLETE
COMPLETE
1 )■ OSiSte Ttiis .Ariplicaf ic?Jj
Application: RAPID AND SENSTIVE DETECTION OF PERCHLORATE AT TRACE 
CONCENTRATIONS
Your application is complete, IF you wish to modify any information you have provided, or replace 
your proposal document with a new one, you may do so at any time prior to the deadline.
Application Steps
1. APPLICATION FORM
(view] (Edit]
2. SELECT TECHNOLOGY AREAS
(View] (Edit]
3. UPLOAD PROPOSAL
(View] [Upload]
Application Form
Figure 34. Edit Application
In order to finish creating a new application, he needs
to fill out the online application form, select the technology,
and upload a proposal document. Figures 35 and figure 36 show
the second and last steps of creating an application.
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otte
Office of Technology Transfer and Commercialization 
California Slate University, San Bernardino
, Solicitations Logout
SB^004-02I/A‘<Inclustry a6d<Acadetftfa)\*y .' ~ .1
Cancel |
. Please specify the technology areas under which the 
proposal falls; do not include your personal skill areas.
Select all that apply.
□ Aviation
13 Agriculture
□ Atmospheric Science
□ Behavioural Science 
0 Chemistry
□ Biological
□ Earth Science 
O Communication
□ Electronics / Electrotechnology
Figure 35. Select Technology Area
oree
Office of Technology Transfer and Commercialization 
California Stale University, San Bernardino
i Solicitations Logout
[ Cancel ]
S You may replace your uploaded proposal at anytime prior 
■ to the submission deadline.
Adobe PDF document or Microsoft Word Ole only
Figure 36. Upload Proposal
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When editing an existing application, he can also select
the technology areas and upload a proposal document to overwrite
the old one. Figure 35 and 36 show the pages of these two steps.
Finally, the applicant has the .ability to delete his own 
application before the submission deadline.
Evaluator's User Interfaces
After the evaluator has logged in, he is redirected to
his home page, which lists the applications that have assigned
to him. His home page also shows the statuses of his evaluations
to remind him which ones have been finished and which ones have
not. Figure 37 shows the evaluation's home page.
otte
Office of Technology Transfer and Commercialization 
California State University. San Bernardino
Areas of Expertise ‘Personal Info Logout
Your Assigned Applications
Application Title EvaluationDeadline
Evaluation
Status
T>5S.!in8..l 200S-05~ 19 View Evaluation Finished
RAPID AND SENSTIVE DETECTION OF
PERCHLORATE AT TRACE 2005-05-28 View Evaluation Finished
£QNceNraAiiG&is
ampijfSww^ technioue to
2Q0S-GS-2S Continue Evaluation Wot Finished
DETECT BIOTHREAT PATHOGENS
Testing Acolication Title 1 2005-05-28 Start Evaluation Wot Started
Figure 37. Evaluator Home Page
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Clicking on the application title brings the evaluator
to view online application form. Figure 38 shows the view
application page.
ottc
Office o* Technology Transfer and Commercialization 
Catifcmia Stale University, Sen Semardino
ighed Applications • Areas of Expertise Personal Info . Logout;
Application under review:
RAPID AND SENSTIVE DETECTION OF PERCHLORA TEAT TRACE CONCENTRA TIONS
( y “"i !| Afe'i Apo iccticr. r’'%>cs3i
i Application Form
Application Title
RAPID AND SENSTIVE DETECTION OF PERCHLORATE AT TRACE 
CONCENTRATIONS
First Name 
Amy
Last Name
Appfier
Figure 38. View online Application Form
Clicking on the start evaluation button brings the
evaluator to the evaluation form as shown in Figure 39.
Evaluators need to fill out all the answers to complete the
evaluation.
I
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1. Technical Merit ;
(Is the project technically sound? Is it good science? Is the proprietary position ;
(patent, copyright, trademark) adequate to provide a competitive advantage? Is the ;
time line to the market long or short (are there regulatory issues, significant >
development and validation testing, etc.)? Is it inhovative/unigue? What are the
improvements over existing technology?)
Answer:................................... ...................................... ................... f
j Stored - 10):
2. Commercial Potential
(Does the technology have a significant economic advantage over its competition 
(more cost effective, cost savings to operate, longer useful life, etc.)? Did the 
submitter actually identify a market, cost data, market size, competition? Is there a 
substantia) commercial demand? Is there a significant impact to government use (our 
primary customer) or for the public market? What are the market characteristics 
(size, growing, seasonal, local or international, short or long market life, etc.)? Note: 
For OTTC purposes, commercialization includes* a market for military only - even if 
the quantity is ‘low* (if sufficiently heeded/valuable to the military/etc;). Consider 
intellectual property and barriers to entry. Can it easily be reverse*enginoered?)
Answer:
i--------------------------- - ' -
Figure 39. Create Evaluation
The evaluator can download the application proposal in
PDF format by clicking on the view application proposal button.
He can also view the evaluation he just created by clicking on
the view evaluation button. The system will let him know if the
application has been finished or not. Figure 40 shows the
evaluation as being created but not yet finished.
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Office of Technology Transfer and Commercialization 
California State University, San Bernardino
Arens of Expertise’- Personal Info 1 ogout
Application under review!
ISOTHERMAL NUCLEIC ACID AMPLIFICATION TECHNIQUE TO DETECT BIOTHREAT PATHOGENS
I.Cpntinua Evaiuation~]| Delete EyaluatioiTH Viaw Application Form || Vi&w Application Proposal [
«■
You haye not finished evaluating this application. 
Please note that you are required to complete this 
evaluation to receive payment for this work.
View Evaluation Details
Evaluation posted by Rick Pallow
I
ii. Technical Merit 
It
Figure 40. View Evaluation
After the evaluator has successfully created his account,
he is redirected to the select area page. He is forced to select
his areas of expertise before he can do anything else. This way,
the system can match up his areas of expertise with the technology
areas of the submitted applications. Figure 41 shows the
evaluator being forced to choose areas of expertise.
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ottc
Office of Technology Transfer end Commercialization 
California Slate University, San Bernardino
3jWI /Assigned Applica dons
f Select Areas of Expertise"]
•Areas’of Expertise*,' Personal Into Logout
1 You must select your Areas of Expertise before starting3 any evaluation
Area of Expertise:
Ynu naert to select vour areas of expertise.
Figure 41. Forced to Select Expertise
Figure 42 shows the selecting areas of expertise page and 
Figure 43 shows the viewing areas of expertise page. If the
evaluator wants to modify his areas of expertise, he can do it
by clicking on the edit areas of expertise button in Figure 43. 
Then, the system will show him the page in Figure 42 to let him
choose the areas.
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ottc
Office of Technology Transfer anti Contmercializatiso
California Stale University, San Bernartiino
Ail Assigned Applications Personal Info Logout
i fu-bsx ]
Specify Areas of Expertise
Select all that apply, i
Technology
i----- » ~ Communication
Voice
Communications
c—> r Electronics /
Electrotechnology
■ i.......* >i Infra-red
I Detection
h-—Computer
1.. ••-••••> Software / 
Programming
Figure 42. Select Areas of Expertise
OttC
Office ol Technology Transfer and Cornnarcialaation 
California Stale University. Sen Bernardino
All Assigned Applications Personal Info Logout
Edit Areas; of Expertise [
Area of Expertise:
Technology -> Biological -> Bio-Enginsering -> Human Factors Engineering -> Other 
Technology -> Communication -> DoD 
Technology -> Computer -> Hardware 
Business -> Venture Capitalist / Angel
CopyrightOTtFSos
Figure 43. View Areas of Expertise
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Staff' s User Interfaces
The staff's account is created by an officer. After the
staff has logged in, the system redirects him to his home page
as shown in Figure 44. From there, he can view a list of
applications that have been submitted to the most recent
solicitation. He can also get general information of how many
evaluators have been assigned to applications, and how many of
them have completed the evaluations.
orer
Office of Technofogy Transfer and Commercialization 
California State University, San Bernardino
System-Wide Settings Logout
’yoOcaOot^s I ^Stattsta^Report'l :Sohatation 5etlin«
Completed
Reviews
Applications for SB-2004-021 /A (Industry and Academia)
Application Title AssignedEvaluators
RAPID AND SENSTIVE DETECTION OF PERCHLORATE
AT TRACE CONCENTRATIONS
INNOVATIVE TRAP TO MANAGE VECTORS OF
PJSEASES
ISOTHERMAL .NUCLEIC ACID AMPLIFICATION
IEafflmLIQjaEIEgl^IUBE&UAmQfiEMS
Figure 44. Staff Home Page
Clicking on the application title brings the staff to the
view application page as shown in Figure 45. From there, he can
also view the uploaded proposal in PDF format.
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Office of Technology Transfer and Commercialization 
California State University, San Bernardino
System-Wide Settings Logout
,SB-20^WA{Ishs»x73«}A:.>fcjnD) v
XppHeatie cs ReporCiKsolieitatiod'Settings-
i'-w ?' In
Application Form
Reference Number
No reference number has been assigned 
Application Title
RAPID AND SENSTIVE DETECTION OF PERCHLORATE AT TRACE 
CONCENTRATIONS
First Name 
Amy
Figure 45. View Application
Clicking on the statistics report menu tab brings the staff
to the page shown, in Figure 46. In this page, the staff can view
a list of scores posted by evaluators.
©err
Office of Technology Transfer end Commercialization 
California Slate University, San Bernardino
' S8SH System-Wide Settings Logout 
I [SB-aXWOTA (MtetoaalAcatej'^l
Statistics Reports
Proposal Reference 
#/Title Evaluator
1
Questions Sob Total
2 3 4 5 6 7 a
None
ISOTHERMAL
SB1003 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 N/A 21.0
agsaa SB1001 1 2 1 2 1 1 0 N/A 8.0
TECHNIQUE TO
DETECT BICiTHREAT SB1002 1 1 1 0 N/A 6.0
PATHOGENS
Averager il.s?
None
B&esuaa
SENSTIVE
SB1001
SB1002
1 2 3 4 5 6 0 N/A
N/A
21.0
6.0DETECTION OF 1 1 1 0
8 ntxnrui aimtc at
Figure 46. View Statistics Report
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Staff can view the solicitation settings by clicking the
solicitation settings menu tab. Figure 47 shows the view
solicitation setting page. From there, he can get general
information about the solicitation.
Office el Technology Transfer nod Commercialization 
Catiforru'a Stole University, Sen Bernardino
S/stem-Wide Settings Logout 
i (fo.di’Stc and Academa)
pphcationsil r Scatistics'Repbrt
Solicitation Details
SolicitationTitle: SB-2004-02I/A (Industry and Academia) 
Submission Deadline: 04/12/2005 
Evaluation Deadline: 05/26/2005
Status: ACTIVE 
Submitted Applications: 4
Application 'Form Questions: 17 
Evaluation Form Questions: 0
Assigned OTTC Award Subjects: 2
Thrust Areas
Thrust 1 <view descriptions
o Thrust 1-1 <vtew descriptions
Figure 47. View Solicitation Settings
Switching to another solicitation is as easy as using a
pull-down menu. Figure 48 shows how staff switches to another
solicitation.
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Office of Technology Transfer and Commercialization 
Californio State University, Son Bernardino
Solicitation Title: SB-2004-02I/A (Industry and Academia) 
Submission Deadline: 04/12/2005 
Evaluation Deadline: 05/23/2005
Status: ACTIVE
Figure 48. Switch to Another Solicitation
Clicking on the system-wide settings menu tab brings the 
staff to the global page which contains brief information about
the system settings. Figure 49 shows the page.
Clicking on the Evaluators tab shows a list of all
evaluators in the system. Along with the evaluator's name is
brief information about each evaluator. Figure 50 shows the page .
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Office of Technology Transfer and Corntferctetization 
California Stale University, San Bernardino
' Solicitations
I .'ii, licnnts,l’iSysteni.Seti
Logout
View AH Evaluators
Full Name
Biho Croshv
Assigned
Applications
3
Started
Evaluations
2
Finished
Evaluations
2
Account
Status
ACTIVE
Tom Tester 2 3 3 ACTIVE
Rick Pallow 4 3 3 ACTIVE
Canrain Jonathan 1 0 0 ACTIVE
B.ayM Turner i' 0 0 ACTIVE
Df, Conceociort 2 0 0 ACTIVE
1 Q 0 ACTIVE
Hulk Hogan 2 0 0 ACTIVE
William Clinton 0 □ •0 ACTIVE
KaraEiiOOiate 1 0 0 ACTIVE
cun r.stQc •> n n ACTIVE
Figure 50. View All Evaluators
Click on the name in Figure 50 brings the staff to the
view evaluator page as shown in Figure 51. From there, the staff
can view the detail of the evaluator.
j <-Aii Eyaiuatoisl
Bing Crosby's Details
Evaluator ID;
Score:
User Name;
Email:
Prefix;
Last Name; 
First Name;
Primary Phone; 
Secondary Phone:
FAX:
CSUSB Employee;
SB1001
B
bcrosby
bing^bing.com
Mr.
Crosby
Bing
SSS-5SS-SS Ext 
Ext
Neither
Figure 51. View Evaluator Details
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The menu tab of applicants is used to show a list of all
applicants in the system. The names of the applicants are
clickable. Figure 52 shows the page.
ottc
Office of Technofogy Transfer and Commeroiatizaiion 
California State University, San Bernardino
i- Solicitations lt§s>>
Evaluators,Supplicants | ^ys®n'setup'}“g,S>5sonoi Profile!
View All Applicants
User Name Email Applications
applicant steve_austin@wwe.com 2
applier amy@applier.com 1
rcoilins rccollins@bradiey.org 1
apple chia_chi@hotmaii.com 1
app»Mnn chia chi@hotmaii.com 1
te^rtghfffitrfc'sros ..
Figure 52. List All Applicants
Clicking on the name of the applicant brings the staff
to the view the applicant details page as shown in Figure 53.
In the page, the details of the applicant are shown.
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Office et Technology Transfer and Commercialization 
California State University, San Qemerdino
[ Applicants-..]
Applicant Details
User Name: applicant
Email: steve_austin(3i’evwe.corn
Prefix: Mr.
LastName: Cold
FirstName: Stone
Primary Phone: 9098005500 Ext 2000
Secondary Phone: 909800SS01 Ext 2000
FAX; 9098002234
Address: S500 University Parkway
city: San Bernardino
State: CA
Figure 53. View Applicant Details
The System Setup page shows brief information about the
system settings such as areas of expertise, OTTC awards,
application questions, and evaluation questions. Figure 54
shows the page.
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Figure 54. View System Setup
Clicking on the areas of expertise button in Figure 54
brings the staff to the page shown in Figure 55. In this page,
the whole areas of expertise are list as a tree. On the far left
is -the top level.
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Figure 55. View All Areas of Expertise
Clicking on the title of the area of expertise brings the
staff to the page shown in Figure 56. It shows the details of
the area of expertise.
oerc
Office of Technology Transfer end Commercialization 
California Stale University, San Bernardino
Solicitations ?7**’*> 'J
•Evaluatoi s i .Applicants
L<-AjL j
View Area: Experimental
Code: 01010102
Parent: Technology —> Aviation — > Aerodynamics —>
Titles Experimental
Figure 56. View Area of Expertise Details
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Clicking on the OTTC awards tab brings the staff to the
page shown in Figure 57. In this page, it shows a list of all
the OTTC awards.
otte
Office of Technology Transfer and Cornmerciafizalion 
California State University, San Bernardino
- Sotidtadons Logout_______ Settings';
Evaluators' ]’ Applicants j.'System:S^tU’p(IfPerscjnarP^ofile..I-
L< -System Setup |
Manage OTTC Awards for Application Form
OTTC Award Subject
Prototype Development
Demonstration 
Research ft Development
Copyright © OTTC 2iJi:iS
Figure 57. View All Awards
Clicking on the title of the OTTC award brings the staff
to the details page for the OTTC award. The only information
for the OTTC award is the title of the award. Figure 58 shows
the page.
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Office of Technology Transfer and Commercialization 
California State University, San Qemerdino
Solicitations
pc^dTo5sAwar5?l
View OTTC Award Subject Details
Sysien t- W ide*Settings^ 
Applicants | SVst’i
Logout
^Pe^sonal Profile
OTTC Award Subject: Prototype Development
Copyright © OT TC 2805
Figure 58. View Award Details
Clicking on the application form questions tab in Figure
35 brings the staff to the page shown in Figure 59, which lists
all application form questions.
Manage Application Form Questions
Figure 59. View Application Form Questions
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Clicking on the title of the application form question
brings the staff to the page shown in Figure 60, where he can
view the details.
ottc
Office of Technology Transfer and CommeroiafteatiQi 
California State University San Bernardino
___________ tens-.Wida Settings-
Eyaluators'i ‘ AppTicants’I. System'Sehip | ‘personal Profile /
fZ</Ah_Appiia3tion QusJtorisj
View Application Form Question Details
Question: Application Title 
Field Type: text 
Field Size: 50
Chpynght @ OTTC SSH
Figure 60. View Application Form Question Details
Clicking on the evaluation form questions tab in Figure
54 brings the staff to the page shown in Figure 61, which lists
all evaluation form questions.
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Office of Technology TransferandCommercialization 
I Caiifomia State University, San Bernardino
Manage Evaluation Form Questions
Question Subject
Field
Type
Field
Size
Data
Type
Score
Required
Technical Merit textarea 5G text YES
Commerqpl Pg^ntjpl textarea SO text YES
Ability of the technoloav to sustain comoetitive textarea 50 text YES
advantaaes
Ability of the Team to Execute'the Plan textarea 50 text YES
How reasonable is the requested service, oiven the textarea SO text YES
stane of the project?
needs?
textarea SO text YES
In vour aoinion, what is the next key commercialization textarea 50 text YES
steo that needs to be taken?
Do you need more information to properly answer these textarea 50 text NO
Questions and assess the technoloav and their ability to
achieve their stated qosls? If so, what additional
information rip you need?
Figure 61 View'Evaluation Form Questions
I
Clicking on the title of the evaluation form question shown
i
in Figure 61 brings the staff to the page shown in Figure 62,
where he can view the details.
I
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Office of Technology Transfer and C&nttierefelization 
California State University, San Bernardino
iatorsX Applicants'!
Logout
1
View Evaluation Form Question Details
Question Subject: Technical Merit
Question Description: (is the project technical!/ sound? Is it good science? Is the 
proprietary position (patent, copyright, trademark) adequate 
to provide a competitive advantage?.Is the time line to the 
market long or short (are there regulatory issues, significant 
development and validation testing, etc.)? Is it
innovative/unique? What are the improvements over existing 
technology?)
Field Type? textarea 
Field Size: £0 
Data Type: text 
Score Required: YES
Copy-light ® OTTC 230.5
Figure 62. View Evaluation Form Question Details
Officer's User Interfaces
Officer's user interfaces include those designed for staff,
evaluator and applicant. Therefore, these functions that have
been mentioned before will be skipped. Other functions which
have not been mentioned will be described here. Basically, the
officer has all the functionalities to operate and adjust the
whole system except creating another officer account, creating
applicant account, creating evaluator account, and accessing
administrator's information. Anyone who is assigned to an
officer account should be trained before using the system,
because the interface is complex.
After the officer has logged in, he will see the same home
89
page as the staff's- shown in Figure 44. Clicking on the title
of application brings him to the view application form page shown
in Figure 63.
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Office of Technology Transfer and CommerviQtization 
California State University, San Bernardino
Solicitations,,| System-Wide Settings Logout :
BBiiiiioiiij
r Vifl t .June, fjr /1 'voHrfahyi P ~ik < nun- fioj r j| ip'Lhdy.iQA Cvahnlcz
p 1 tg i ^_‘L'o'ifetbn | ’ (. jOejhij ‘ppjxi’ion )i ut' adPrjj'Kjai |j us.il T ->_ ?r L. 
j/isw1 Proposal in Ptif-~i [ Ipssro teterepoo MjumbeTi
Application Form
Reference Number
j No reference number has been assigned
Figure 63. View Application Form
An officer can view evaluations posted to a certain
application by clicking on the view evaluations button. Figure
64 shows the page.
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Office of Technology Transfer and Commercialization 
California State University, San Qemerdino
System-Wide Settings
..
Logout
Ei3^ti£E!!Sfi.9.G..j
Details of Assigned Evaluators & Their Evaluations
TufhName
Total Total Total
Evaluator j Assigned Started Completed
Evaluation
Status
Bing Crosby SB 1001 0 Not Finished
Tom Tester SB1002 Not Finished
3 2
3 3
Figure 64. View Evaluations
Clicking on the assign/un-assign evaluator button brings
the officer to the page shown in Figure 65. This page is organized
into four blocks. Evaluators with exactly matching technology
areas and having business backgrounds will be listed in the first
block. The second block shows technical evaluators with exact
matching technology areas. The third block contains evaluators
who have business backgrounds, but no exact matching technology
areas. The last block lists technical evaluators with no exact
matching technology areas.
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Ap'plicafio'ns ,| ’Sfhti ■ Solicitation Settings * £'$1 • PC'_'_
Canes'! J
Assigned/tJnassigned Evaluators
Technology areas & Evaluator Population 
Tefhnolegy [0] —> Agricultura [0] —» Economics [0]
Technology (0] — > Chemistry [0] *•> Computational Chemistry t Theoretical Chemistry (OJ
Evaluators with Business Backgrounds and Exact Matching Technology Areas.
{None 
ITechnical Evaluators with Exact Matching Technology Areas.
iMone
Evaluators with Business Backgrounds and Ho Exact Matching Technology Areas.
Check full Name
Total
Assigned :
Started
Evaluation
finished
Evaluation Status
Evaluation
Status
Area of 
Expertise
Partial
Match Score
□ .S.ina.&asfca 3 2 2 ACTIVE Not Started Both Yes e
a Tom Tester 3 3 ACTIVE Done Both Yes A
□ Risk Pa!lw 4 3 3 ACTIVE Not Started Both Yes A
□ Eve Apple 0 0 0 ACTIVE Not Started Both Yes
Figure 65. Assigned and Unassigned Evaluators
To set the reference number of the application, the
officer needs to click on the insert reference number button
Figure 66 shows the insert reference number page.
©err
Office of Technology Transfer and Commercialization 
California State University San Bernardino
| System-Wide Settings Logout
I Cancel j
Insert Reference Number
Reference Number:
Copyright ® OTTC 200S
Figure 66. Insert Reference Number
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Clicking on the statistics report menu tab brings the staff
to the page shown in Figure 4 6, where he can view the evaluation
summary of each application. Clicking on solicitation settings
brings the officer to the page shown in Figure 67 where he can
modify the solicitation settings.
l Office of Technology Transfer and Commercialization 
I California State University. San Bernardino
Solicitations ‘___ System-Wide Settings Logout
Appliuaupub p<»taubhu»Kepdrt'|*’&6HdSaTiQrtJSctt}n08
f i-dit oil tot qa 1 t'elate Lol~sal'3:K.n |j Puei'ts-icr 'vm Qus-tlons |
EZZ’’jg if’ fL'n I- I Th u I • icc.
’ Solicitation Details
solicitation Title: S8-2Q04-Q21/A (Industry and Academia) 
Submission Deadline: 04/12/2005 
Evaluation Deadline: 05/23/2005
‘ Status:. ACTIVE
Submitted Applications: 4
Application.Form Questions: 17 
Evaluation-Form Questions: 8
Assigned QXTC Award Subjects: 2
Thrust Areas fEdMI
• Thrust 1 <wev/descriptions:
o Thrust 1-1 cview description*
• Thrust 2 cviow description*
Figure 67. View Solicitation Settings
Clicking on the edit solicitation details button brings
the officer to the page shown in Figure 68. From there, he can
change the solicitation title, submission deadline, evaluation
deadline, and solicitation status. This function is very useful
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when an officer creates a new solicitation, because he can
temporarily set the status to unpublished in order to modify
the solicitation settings. Clicking on the delete solicitation
can remove it.
Figure 68. View Solicitation Details
Clicking on the application form questions button brings
the officer to the page shown in Figure 69. The officer can only
change this setting when no application has been submitted to
the solicitation. Otherwise, an error message such as the one
in Figure 50 will be shown.
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I Edit SJidto. au 3^1 alls] f Delate Du.'dUcui ][ Apc.lcatlcn Fou" duestlufe ]
p/aii.atiaq I nrm Qmst oqs |i one wa-d?. Ifihiust A-a<n |
H 4 applications have been submitted to this solicitation. 
S Assign or unassign application questions Is not allowed.
Solicitation Details
Solicitation Title: SB-2004-02I/A (Industry and Academia) f
Submission Deadline: 04/12/2005 i
Evaluation Deadline: ■ 05/28/2005 i
Status:. ACTIVE
Figure 69. Assign Application Form Questions
Clicking on the evaluation form guestions button brings
the officer to the page shown in Figure 70. The officer can assign
or un-assign evaluation form guestions by checking or
un-checking the boxes.
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Office of Technology Transfer and Commercialization 
California State University San Bernardino
System-Wide Settings Logout
i.v-
Csnce
Assign/Unassign Solicitation Evaluation Form Questions
Field Field Score 
Type Size Required
textarea SO YES
Check Question Subject 
£2 Technical Merit
(Is the project technically sound? Is it good science?
Is the proprietary position (patent, copyright, 
trademark) adequate to provide a competitive 
advantage? is the time line to the market long or short 
(are there regulatory issues, significant development 
and validation testing, etc.)? Is it innovative/unique?
What are the improvements over existing technology?) 
gg Commercial Potential textarea SO YES
(Does the technology have a significant economic 
advantage over its competition (more cost effective, 
cost savings to operate, longer useful life, etc.)? Did 
the submitter actually identify a market, cost data, 
market size, competition? Is there a substantial 
commercial demand? Is there a significant impact to 
government use (our primary customer) or for the 
public market? What are the market characteristics 
(size, growing, seasonal, local or international, short or
Figure 70. Assign Evaluation Form Questions
Clicking on OTTC awards brings the officer to the page
where he can assign OTTC awards to the solicitation. The system
will prevent him from adding or removing any OTTC award if any
application has been submitted to the solicitation. Figure 71
shows the error message when the officer tries to modify this
setting. The system will redirect the officer back to the
solicitation settings page with an error message shown on the
top
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Office of Technoieoy Transfer and Commereialization
California State University, San Serrtardino
i &M ~ i. Ulmsi OUa'.o ][ misto ~ > jld i3T1[ All1 tdlitr. Four'JtedLi.b j 
tva’Lsnor,. 0A1 Qj^g-:on= [■ OIK -., 3rd; / Ihrust'^mjs [
B 4 applications have been submitted to this solicitation. 
■ Assign or unasslgn OTTC Awards is not allowed.
Solicitation Details
Solicitation Title: SB-2004-02I/A (Industry and Academia)
Figure 71. Assign Awards
Clicking on the thrust areas button brings the officer
to the page shown in Figure 72. He can create, modify or delete
a thrust there.
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Office of Technology Transfer and Commercialization
California State University, San S&mardino
System-Wide Settings - Logout 
i f»2MJWA’(hSSSita3SwIS?
'Appiicaoohs^t^sfekastics^epV^I xSohdfatiQn Settings * » ?»
[ «S-S3licitatiSfVSeBings j! Greata Hew Thrust Heading- j
Thrusts for SB-2004-02I/A (Industry and Academia)
IhcuslJL
• Thrust i -1
• Add a new Thrust to this Heading
Thrust 2
• Thrust 2-1
• Add1 a new Thrust to this Heading
'.Cffiar,e..a.,nR.wjrhrustHs.a.cl.ln.q
Figure 72. Edit Thrust Areas
Clicking on the system-wide setting menu tab brings the
officer to the page shown in Figure 73. A brief system overview
will be shown in the page.
Figure 73. System-wide Settings
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Clicking on the evaluators menu tab shown in Figure 73
brings the officer to the page shown in Figure 50. By clicking
on the evaluator's names, he will see the details of each
evaluator shown in figure 74.
ottc
Office of Teehriofogy Transfer and Commsrciatiz&iion 
California State University San Bernardino
[ ipsjuStqFg ]( Htj ( Sditirea ofjxpeffls© j [ S5l|IB j [ faieti
Bing Crosby's Details
Evaluator ID: SB1001 
Score: B
User Name: bcrosby
email: bing@bing.com 
Prefix: Mr,
Last Name: Crosby 
first Name: Bing
Primary Phone: SSS-SS5-55 Ext 
Secondary Phone: Ext
Figure 74. View Evaluator Details
The edit button in Figure 74 has the same functionality
as editing personal information by evaluator. The same is true
of the edit area of expertise button. Clicking on the edit
evaluator ID brings the officer to the page shown in Figure 75.
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Office of Technology Transfer and Commercialization
California State University, San Bernardino
S.»’. Il ill is Logout
f’StSfts’p'Cfeaf^Sohntation | Personal Profile ,fA. ”<,4
1_Ss3®LJ
Edit Evaluator ID
Evaluator ID: iSJBlOOi
Copyright @ CTTC 20QS
Figure 75. Edit Evaluator Identity
Clicking on the applicant's menu tab in Figure 74 brings
the officer to the page shown in Figure 52. From there, the
officer can click on applicant names to view details shown in
Figure 34 . If the officer decides to edit the applicant's detail,
he will be presented with the page that has the same functionality
as the editing personal information page by the applicant. The
officer also has the ability to delete applicants.
Clicking on the menu tab of staffs brings the officer to
the page shown in Figure 76. From there, the officer can create
new staffs, view staff details, edit staff details, and delete
staff accounts.
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Office of Technofogy Transfer and Commercialization
California Stale University, San Bernardino
■ Solicitations ■ 1 Logout
1 Evaluators j /tRplicants-i -Sysle'm S.etijpJ Staffs UGreate^Solidlatidn [ personal Profile J** \
i | < Syroc-rr V* icla SsKtags j 1 Eraote St
; List of All Staffs
Username Email
staff
! staffs staff@staff.com
Copyright <& OTTC £005
Figure 76. List All Staffs
Clicking on the tab of system setup under system-wide
settings brings the officer to the page shown in Figure 54. By
clicking on areas of expertise button, the system will show him
the page in Figure 55. From there, he can view the area details,
modify the details, create new areas, or delete areas. Figure
77 shows the editing area page.
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Office of Technology Transfer and Cownereializaiicn 
California State University, San Bernardino
-/Stem-Wide 1‘' ’■ .
rs»lrt»*e t ’’A>5r\Uz**\T»te’I
i Solicitations; Log, i!
Eyaiua(orsJ<Abp1jchnt.s"| ^System^tupri'X^^^I 'Create‘Solicitation I PerspnafPYoHle"
L>k“>
Edit Area; Aerodynamics
Code: 010101
Parent Areas: Technology —> Aviation
Titles lAacdsusmks j
|&Se|
Figure 77. Edit Area of Expertise
Clicking on the OTTC awards button under the menu tab of
system setup brings the officer to the page shown in Figure 57.
From there, he can view the details of an OTTC award, modify
it, delete it, or create a new one. Figure 78 shows the editing
OTTC award page.
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Office of Technology Transfer and Commercialization 
California Slats University, San Bernardino
> Solicitation*
________. *
Edit OTTC Award Subject
jators I'Xpplicarits’l
. Logout
p“| 'StaFfs^lK Create ’Solicitation' fVgersona! Profile „
OTTC Award Subject
Figure 78. Edit Award
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Clicking on the application form questions button brings
the office to the page shown in Figure 59. From there, he can
view the details of the application form question, modify it,
delete it, or create a new one. Figure 79 shows the editing
application form question page.
i Solicitations
Evatiio'tors
Systerp-WWe/S^tttr^sJ 
■Applicants’|. System S6tup I-Staffs |.'Create?,Solicitation.| PersonaliPrdffe
Logout
Cancel
Edit Application Question Details
Question Subject:,
Field Type: ®single Line Text 
OTaxt Area 
OArea of Expertise 
O0TTC Award
Field size: (Length of text Pox. Max 60)
, g
Figure 79. Edit Application Form Question
Clicking on the evaluation form questions button under
the menu tab of system setup brings the office to the page shown
in Figure 61. From there, he can view the details of the
evaluation form question, modify it, delete it, or create a new
one. Figure 80 shows the editing evaluation form question page.
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Office of Technology Transfer and Commercialization 
California State University, San Bernardino
S^steuiAVida’Spmngs. 
tS'aludtars ,• Applicants, I'.'S'ystern.SetupS :
Locjout
Is'StaffsJ 'Create Solicitation | Personal Profile .
Canes!
Edit Evaluation Form Question
Question Subject: iCMnatfscjalPosartiai
Question Description i{£)0$$ the technology tore a
significant economic. advantage over 
its coapstition (mote cost effective, 
cost savings to operate, longer useful 
life, etc.)? Did the sti bait ter 
, actually identify a Market, cost data,
-Field Type: OTaxt
®Text Area
Field size: |» j (Less than 60)
Date Type: ®TsM
O Number
Score Required: fj>ve>e
Ono
Figure 80. Edit Evaluation Form Question
Clicking on the menu tab of create solicitation brings:
the officer to the page shown in Figure 61. He needs to fill
out the form and select the status. The default status is
unpublished in order to let him setup the details of the
solicitation. He can also create a new solicitation by copying
from an existing one. By doing so will reduce some work in setting
it up. Figure 81 shows the page of creating a new solicitation
from scratch and Figure 82 shows the page to copy it from an
existing one.
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Office of Technology Transfer and Commercialization . 
California Stale University.. San Bernardino
: |vAnniij-■
Evaluators 1 'Applicants.!^ System Setup 1> Staffs/!* X^eat&'Solfcitatiotyj persona! Profile:
[mi propyT’„V|oi. ui die i
Create A New Solicitation
Solicitation Tide:
Submission Deadline:
Evaluation Deadline:
Status: j UnpuUishd ?
Copyright ® 07 TO 2005
Figure 81. Create Solicitation
©ere
Office of Technology Transfer and Commercialization 
California Slate University. San Sernardino
aluafers'i Appjjc^nts~f, Systcm'Setup-F’stnffgfh.Create.Soilcltation I'-Personal Profile
| Cahasl 1
Create A New Solicitation From Previous One
o SB-2G04-Q2G (Government Labs) ( Active )
Submission Oeadline: 04/20/2005 Evaluation Deadline; 05/19/2005
Submitted Applications: 2 Application Form Questions: 17
Evaluation Form Q
Questions:
Assigned OTTC Award 
Subjects: 0
O SB-2G04-02I/A (Industry and Academia) ( Active )-
Submission Oeadline: 04/12/2005 Evaluation Oeadline: 05/28/2005
Submitted Applications: 4 Application Form Questions: 1?
Evaluation Form „
Questions:
Assigned OTTC Award 
Subjects: 2
tie* Solicitation Title; j
jGeswfe
FYI
. Please select one by dick on the radio button.
Figure 82. Copy Solicitation
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Administrator's User Interfaces
The administrator's account is persisted during bootstrap
The owner of this account is responsible for creating new officer
accounts. The functionalities for administrator is limited to
create officer account, edit officer account and delete officer
account. Figure 83 shows the administrator's home page and Figure
84 shows editing an existing officer account.
ottc
Office of Technology Transfer and Ccmmerciaiisaticn 
California State University, San Sernar-dine
Username Email
fiffissr rpsllow@verizon.net
FYI :
As a System Admin of the OTTC solicitation system, you can
. Create new officers by clicking on the Create Officer.
. View Officer detail info by clicking on the Username.
. Change your password by clicking on the Change Password. 
. Go back to this page by clicking on the Home.
Please remember to logout the system by clicking the Logout,
Figure 83. Administrator Home Page
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Office of Technology Transfer end Commercialization 
California State University, San Bernardino
Logout, _Horne
Cancel i Edit Password
Edit Officer
Username:' officer
Email: iipaBc^®veria«.f«
|SBT| |Q^d|
Copyright © OTTC 2005 . ■ • ■
Figure 84. Edit Officer Account
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The function of editing personal profile is shared among
staff, officer, and administrator. By using this function, users
can change their email address and password. For administrator,
he has an additional ability to change his login user name. Figure
85 shows the page for editing personal profile.
otte
Office of Technology Transfer and Commercialization 
Califoinia State University, San Bernardino
Q2QI Logout 
f | Edit Password |
Edit Profile
Username:
Email:
[ Submit j [ <3a>od j
Copyright OTTC 2DQ5
Figure 85. Edit Profile
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CHAPTER SIX
SYSTEM VALIDATION
The purpose of system validation is to ensure the
reliability and performance of the system, and guarantee the
system meets the expectations of the client. The system
validation test is divided into two parts. One is the unit test
and the other is the system test. Both tests have been done by
using JUnit test framework to simulate user actions interacting
with the system.
Unit Test
Unit test is the fundamental testing where individual
components are tested to ensure they generate correct and
consistent results. The details of the test reports are depicted
in Tables 22, 23 and 24.
Table 22. Unit Test Report of Page Components
Function Test Performed Result
Login page Check the form works properly.
Check lost password link.
Check register link.
Pass
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Register page Check the function button is displayed 
correctly.
Check the menu has information to guide the 
user through the process.
Check the form works properly
Pass
Forgot password 
page
Check the function button is displayed 
correctly.
Check the form works properly.
Pass
Applicant's
Home page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function buttons are displayed 
correctly.
Check the solicitation is displayed 
correctly.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
Applicant view 
solicitation page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function buttons are displayed 
correctly.
Check the solicitation detail is displayed 
correctly.
Check the application(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the thrust(s) is displayed correctly.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
Applicant create 
application page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function buttons are displayed 
correctly.
Check the form works properly.
Pass
Applicant view 
application page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function buttons are displayed 
correctly.
Check the application information is 
displayed properly.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
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Applicant edit 
application page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function buttons are displayed 
correctly.
Check the application information is embedded 
in the form.
Check the form works properly.
Pass
Applicant view 
technology areas 
page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function buttons are displayed 
correctly.
Check the selected areas are display 
correctly.
Pass
Applicant edit 
technology areas 
page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function buttons are displayed 
correctly.
Check the area selection display properly.
Check the form works properly.
Pass
Applicant upload 
proposal page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the form works properly.
Pass
Applicant view 
proposal Page
Check the PDF file can be downloaded. Pass
Applicant view 
personal
information page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the personal information is displayed 
correctly.
Pass
Applicant edit 
personal
information page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the personal information is embedded 
into the form.
Check the form works properly.
Pass
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Evaluator's
Home page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the assigned application(s) is 
displayed correctly.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
Evaluator view 
application Page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the application information is 
displayed correctly.
Pass
Evaluator view 
proposal page
Check the PDF file can be downloaded. Pass
Evaluator view 
evaluation page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the evaluation is displayed correctly.
Pass
Evaluator edit 
evaluation page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the evaluation information is embedded 
in the form.
Check the form works correctly.
Pass
Evaluator view
areas of 
expertise page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the information of areas of expertise is 
displayed correctly.
Pass
Evaluator edit 
areas of 
expertise page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the existing area (s) is embedded into the 
form.
Check the form works properly.
Pass
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Evaluator view 
personal
information page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the personal information is displayed 
correctly.
Pass
Evaluator edit 
personal
information page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the personal information is embedded 
into the form.
Check the form works properly.
Pass
Staff's
Home page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the solicitation pull down menu is 
working correctly.
Check the application (s)1 is displayed 
correctly.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
Staff view 
application Page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the solicitation pull down menu is 
working correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the application information is 
displayed correctly.
Pass
Staff view 
proposal page
Check the PDF file can be downloaded. Pass
Staff view 
statistics report 
Page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the solicitation pull down menu is 
working correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the PDF reports can be downloaded.
Pass
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Staff view 
solicitation 
detail page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the solicitation pull down menu is 
working correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the solicitation detail is displayed 
correctly.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
Staff view global 
setting page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the system overview is displayed 
correctly.
Pass
Staff list 
evaluators page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the evaluators are listed correctly.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
Staff view 
evaluator detail 
page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the evaluator's information is 
displayed correctly.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
Staff list 
applicants page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the applicants are listed correctly.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
Staff view 
applicant detail 
page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the applicant's information is 
displayed correctly.
Pass
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Staff view system 
setup page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button’(s) is displayed . 
correctly.
Check the system settings are displayed 
correctly.
Pass
Staff list areas 
of expertise page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the areas of expertise are displayed 
correctly.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
Staff view area of 
expertise page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the information of area of expertise is 
displayed correctly.
Pass
Staff list OTTC 
awards page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the OTTC awards are displayed correctly.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
Staff view OTTC 
award page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the information of OTTC award is 
displayed correctly.
Pass
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Staff list 
application form 
questions page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the application form questions are 
listed correctly.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
Staff view 
application form 
question page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the information of application form 
question is displayed correctly.
Pass
Staff list 
evaluation form 
questions page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the evaluation form questions are listed 
correctly.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
Staff view 
evaluation form 
question page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly,.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the information of evaluation form 
question is displayed correctly.
Pass
Staff view 
personal profile 
page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly. ■
Check the personal information is displayed 
correctly.
Pass
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Staff edit 
personal profile 
page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the personal information is embedded in 
the form
Check the form works properly.
Pass
Staff edit 
password page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the form works properly.
Pass
Officer's
Home page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the solicitation pull down menu works 
correctly.
Check the application(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
Officer view 
application Page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the solicitation pull down menu is 
working correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the application information is 
displayed correctly.
Pass
Officer list 
evaluations page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the solicitation pull down menu is 
working correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the assigned evaluator(s) is listed 
correctly.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
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Officer view 
evaluations page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the Solicitation pull down menu is 
working correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the information of evaluation is 
displayed correctly.
Pass
Officer view 
consolidated 
evaluations 
report page
Check the PDF is downloadable. Pass
Officer assign / 
un-assign 
evaluators page
Check the menu bar is-displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the solicitation pull down menu is 
working correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the evaluators are displayed correctly.
Check the assigned evaluators are checked.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
Officer edit 
application page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the solicitation pull down menu is 
working correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the information of application is 
embedded into the form.
Check the form works correctly.
Pass
Officer delete 
application page
Check the confirmation page displayed 
correctly.
Check the form works correctly.
Pass
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Officer upload 
proposal page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the solicitation pull down menu is 
working correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the form works correctly.
Pass
Officer edit 
technology areas 
page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the solicitation pull down menu is 
working correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the areas are displayed correctly.
Check the selected areas are checked.
Check the form works correctly.
Pass
Officer view 
proposal page
Check the PDF file can be downloaded. Pass
Officer insert 
reference number
page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the solicitation pull down menu is 
working correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the form works correctly.
Pass
Officer view 
statistics report 
Page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the solicitation pull down menu is 
working correctly.
Check the PDF reports can be downloaded.
Pass
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Officer view 
solicitation 
detail page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the solicitation pull down menu is 
working correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the solicitation detail is displayed 
correctly.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
Officer edit 
solicitation 
detail page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the solicitation pull down menu is 
working correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the information of solicitation is 
embedded into the form.
Check the form works properly.
Pass
Officer delete 
solicitation page
Check the confirmation page displayed 
correctly.
Check the form works correctly.
Pass
Officer edit 
solicitation 
application form 
question page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the solicitation pull down menu is 
working correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the questions are display correctly.
Check the selected questions are checked.
Check the form works correctly.
Pass
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Officer edit 
solicitation 
evaluation form 
question page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the solicitation pull down menu is 
working correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the questions are display correctly.
Check the selected questions are checked.
Check the form works correctly.
Pass
Officer edit 
solicitation OTTC 
awards page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the solicitation pull down menu is 
working correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the awards are display correctly.
Check the selected awards are checked.
Check the form works correctly.
Pass
Officer edit 
thrust area page
■Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the solicitation pull down menu is 
working correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the thrust(s) is display correctly.
Check the links are functional.
Pass
Officer view 
global setting 
page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the system overview is displayed 
correctly.
Pass
Officer list 
evaluators page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.'
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the evaluators are listed correctly.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
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Officer view 
evaluator detail 
page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the evaluator's information is 
displayed correctly.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
Officer edit 
evaluator page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the evaluator's information is embedded 
into the form.
Check the form works properly.
Pass
Officer edit 
evaluator's areas 
of expertise page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the area of expertise is listed 
correctly.
Check the selected area(s) is checked.
Check the form works properly.
Pass
Officer edit 
evaluator's ID 
page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the ID is embedded into the form if it 
has already been set.
Check the form work properly.
Pass
Officer delete 
evaluator page
Check the confirmation page displayed 
correctly.
Check the form works correctly.
Pass
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Officer list 
applicants page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
■correctly. ' ~
Check the applicants are listed correctly.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
Officer view 
applicant detail 
page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the applicant's information is 
displayed correctly.
Pass
Officer edit 
applicant page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the applicant's information is embedded 
into the form.
Check the form works properly.
Pass
Officer delete 
applicant page
Check the confirmation page displayed 
correctly.
Check the form works correctly.
Pass
Officer list 
staffs page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the staffs are listed correctly.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
Officer view 
staff detail page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the staff's information is displayed 
correctly.
Pass
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Officer edit 
staff page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the staff's information is embedded into 
the form.
Check the form works properly.
Pass
Officer delete 
staff page
Check the confirmation page displayed 
correctly.
Check the form works correctly.
Pass
Officer create 
staff account
page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the form works properly.
Pass
Officer view 
system setup page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check, the system settings are displayed 
correctly.
Pass
Officer list 
areas of 
expertise page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the areas of expertise are displayed 
correctly.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
Officer view 
detail of area of 
expertise page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the information of area of expertise 
displayed correctly.
Pass
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Officer edit area 
of expertise page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the information of area of expertise is 
embedded into the form.
Pass
Officer delete 
area of expertise 
page
Check the confirmation page displayed 
correctly.
Check the form works correctly.
Pass
Officer create 
area of expertise 
page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the form works correctly.
Pass
Officer list OTTC 
awards page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly;
Check the OTTC awards are displayed correctly.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
Officer view OTTC 
award page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.'
Check the information of OTTC award is 
displayed correctly.
Pass
Officer create
OTTC award page
Check the menu, .bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the form works correctly.
Pass
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Officer edit OTTC 
award page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the information of OTTC award is embedded 
into the form.
Check the form works properly.
Pass
Officer delete
OTTC award page
Check the confirmation page displayed 
correctly'. ; ;
Check the form works correctly.
Pass
Officer list 
application form 
questions page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the application form questions are 
listed correctly.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
Officer view 
application form 
question page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the information of application form 
question is displayed correctly.
Pass
Officer create 
application form 
question page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the form works correctly.
Pass
Officer edit 
application form 
question page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the information of application form 
question is embedded into the form.
Check the form works properly.
Pass
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Officer delete 
application form 
question page
Check the confirmation page displayed 
correctly.
Check the form works correctly.
Pass
Officer list 
evaluation form 
questions page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the evaluation form questions are listed 
correctly.
Check all the links are functional.
Pass
Officer view 
evaluation form 
question page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the information of evaluation form 
question is displayed correctly.
Pass
Officer create 
evaluation form 
question page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the form works correctly.
Pass
Officer edit 
application form 
question page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the information of evaluation form 
question is embedded into the form.
Check the form works properly.
Pass
Officer delete 
evaluation form 
question page
Check the confirmation page displayed 
correctly.
Check the form works correctly.
Pass
Officer create 
solicitation page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the form works properly.
Pass
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Officer view 
personal profile 
page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the personal information is displayed 
correctly.
Pass
Officer edit 
personal profile 
page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the personal information is embedded in 
the form
Check the form works properly.
Pass
Officer edit 
password page
Check the menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the sub-menu bar is displayed correctly.
Check the function button(s) is displayed 
correctly.
Check the form works properly.
Pass
Table 23. Unit Test Report of Action Components
Function Test Performed Result
Logout action Check the session is destroyed.
Check the user is redirect to login page.
Pass
Register action Check the user account is created.
Check the user role is correct.
Check the user is able to login.
Pass
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Forgot password 
action
Check the email is sent.
Check the email has a link back to system.
Check the password can be reset.
Pass
Applicant create
application
action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Applicant edit
application
action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Applicant edit 
technology areas 
action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Applicant upload 
proposal action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Applicant edit 
personal 
information 
action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Evaluator edit 
evaluation action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Evaluator edit 
areas of
expertise action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Evaluator edit 
personal 
information 
action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user-is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer assign / 
un-assign 
evaluators action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer edit
application
action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer delete
application
action
Check the data to be deleted is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
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Officer upload 
proposal action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer edit 
technology areas 
action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer insert 
reference number 
action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer edit 
.solicitation 
detail action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer delete
solicitation
action
Check the data to be deleted is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer edit 
solicitation 
application form 
question action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer edit 
.solicitation 
evaluation form 
question action
Check the user input information is Validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer edit 
solicitation OTTC 
awards action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer edit 
thrust area
action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer edit 
evaluator action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer edit 
evaluator's areas 
of expertise 
action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user- is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer edit 
evaluator's ID 
action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
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Officer delete 
evaluator action
Check the data to be deleted is validated.
Check the user is redir.ect to proper page.
Pass
Officer edit 
applicant action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer delete 
applicant action
Check the data to be deleted is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer edit 
staff page
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer delete 
staff action
Check the data to be deleted is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer create 
staff account 
action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer edit area 
of expertise 
action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer delete 
area of expertise 
action
Check the data to be deleted is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer create 
area of expertise 
action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer create
OTTC award action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer edit OTTC 
award action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer delete
OTTC award action
Check the data to be deleted is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer create 
application form 
question action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer edit 
application form 
question action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
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Officer delete 
application form 
question action
Check the data to be deleted is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer create 
evaluation form 
question action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer edit 
application form 
question action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer delete 
evaluation form 
question action
Check the data to be deleted is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer create
solicitation
action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer edit 
personal profile 
action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
Officer edit 
password action
Check the user input information is validated.
Check the user is redirect to proper page.
Pass
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Table 24. Unit Test Report of Data Access Object Components
DAO Class Test Performed Result
Applicant Check the instance of' this class can be 
created.
Check the functions designed for this class can 
be executed correctly.
Check the database can be accessed.
Check the data can be written into database 
correctly.
Check the data can be retrieved from database 
correctly.
Check the data in the database can be modified.
Check the data in the database can be removed.
Pass
Application
Answer
Check the instance of this class can be 
created.
Check the functions designed for this class can 
be executed correctly.
Check the database can be accessed.
Check the data can be written into database 
correctly.
Check the data can be retrieved from database 
correctly.
Check the data in the database can be modified.
Check the data in the database can be removed.
Pass
Application Check the instance of this class can be 
created.
Check the functions designed for this class can 
be executed correctly.
Check the database can be accessed.
Check the data can be written into database 
correctly.
Check the data can be retrieved from database 
correctly.
Check the data in the database can be modified.
Check the data in the database can be removed.
Pass
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Application
Question
Check the instance of this class can be 
created.
Check the functions designed for this class can 
be executed correctly.
Check the database can be accessed.
Check the data can be written into database 
correctly.
Check the data can be retrieved from database 
correctly.
Check the data in the database can be modified.
Check the data in the database can be removed.
Pass
Area Check the instance of this class can be 
created.
Check the functions designed for this class can 
be executed correctly.
Check the database can be accessed.
Check the data can be written into database 
correctly.
Check the data can be retrieved from database 
correctly.
Check the data in the database can be modified.
Check the data in the database can be removed.
Pass
Evaluation Answer Check the instance of this class can be 
created.
Check the functions designed for this class can 
be executed correctly.
Check the database can be accessed.
Check the data can be written into database 
correctly.
Check the data can be retrieved from database 
correctly.
Check the data in the database can be modified.
Check the data in the database can be removed.
Pass
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Evaluation Check the instance of this class can be 
created.
Check the functions designed for this class can 
be executed correctly.
Check the database can be accessed.
Check the data can be written into database 
correctly.
Check the data can be retrieved from database 
correctly.
Check the data in the database can be modified.
Check the data in the database can be removed.
Pass
Evaluation
Question
Check the instance of this class can be 
created.
Check the functions designed for this class can 
be executed correctly.
Check the database can be accessed.
Check the data can be written into database 
correctly.
Check the data can be retrieved from database 
correctly.
Check the data in the database can be modified.
Check the data in the database can be removed.
Pass
Evaluation Check the instance of this class can be 
created.
Check the functions designed for this class can 
be executed correctly.
Check the database can be accessed.
Check the data can be written into database 
correctly.
Check the data can be retrieved from database 
correctly.
Check the data in the database can be modified.
Check the data in the database can be removed.
Pass
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Officer Check the instance of this class can be 
created.
Check the functions designed for this class can 
be executed .correctly.
Check the database can be accessed.
Check the data can be written into database 
correctly.
Check the data can be retrieved from database 
correctly.
Check the data in the database can be modified.
Check the data in the database can be removed.
Pass
OTTC Award Check the instance of this class can be 
created.
Check the functions designed for this class can 
be executed correctly.
Check the database can be accessed.
Check the data can be written into database 
correctly.
Check the data can be retrieved from database 
correctly.
Check the data in the database can be modified.
Check the data in the database can be removed.
Pass
OTTC File Check the instance of this class can be 
created.
Check the functions designed for this class can 
be executed correctly.
Check the database can be accessed.
Check the data can be written into database 
correctly.
Check the data can be retrieved from database 
correctly.
Check the data in the database can be modified.
Check the data in the database can be removed.
Pass
Parent Check the class can be inherited
Check the functions designed for this class can 
be executed correctly.
Pass
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Proposal Check the instance of this class can be 
created.
Check the functions designed for this class can 
be executed correctly.
Check the database can be accessed.
Check the data can be written into database 
correctly.
Check the data can be retrieved from database 
correctly.
Check the data in the database can be modified.
Check the data in the database can be removed.
Pass
Solicitation Check the instance of this class can be 
created.
Check the functions designed for this class can 
be executed correctly.
Check the database can be accessed.
Check the data can be written into database 
correctly.
Check the data can be retrieved from database 
correctly.
Check the data in the database can be modified.
Check the data in the database can be removed.
Pass
Staff Check the instance of this class can be 
created.
Check the functions designed for this class can 
be executed correctly.
Check the database can be accessed.
Check the data can be written into database 
correctly.
Check the data can be retrieved from database 
correctly.
Check the data in the database can be modified.
Check the data in the database can be removed.
Pass
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Thrust Check the instance of this class can be 
created.
Check the functions designed for this class can 
be executed correctly.
Check the database can be accessed.
Check the data can be written into database 
correctly.
Check the data can be retrieved from database 
correctly.
Check the data in the database can be modified.
Check the data in the database can be removed.
Pass
Thrust Header Check the instance of this class can be 
created.
Check the functions designed for this class can 
be executed correctly.
Check the database can be accessed.
Check the data can be written into database 
correctly.
Check the data can be retrieved from database 
correctly.
Check the data in the database can be modified.
Check the data in the database can be removed.
Pass
User Check the instance of this class can be 
created.
Check the functions designed for this class can 
be executed correctly.
Check the database can be accessed.
Check the data can be written into database 
correctly.
Check the data can be retrieved from database 
correctly.
Check the data in the database can be modified.
Check the data in the database can be removed.
Pass
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System Test
System testing is the integrated testing that uses
realistic data that the system is designed to manipulate. It
helps to detect user interface errors and transition errors
between functions. Table 25 shows the results of the system test.
Table 25. System Test Results
System Testing Object Result
Install the system into Web server. Pass
Create database on the database server. Pass
Create tables and populate initial data in the database. Pass
Start up the system. Pass
Run testing program with real data under junit framework to test 
the system.
Pass
Input real data manually to test the system. Pass
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Conclusion
This project is designed for the Office of Technology
Transfer and Commercialization in California State University,
San Bernardino to run solicitations more efficiently. In fact,
this system can be used with minor modification by any
organization that also runs solicitations for grant proposals.
The system runs as an online application providing different
functions to different kinds of users and all the information
gathered by the system is secured and stored in the database
system. It is written in the Java programming language and uses
several open source Java technologies for implementation. It
is also platform independent and can be run on any operating
system that has a Java virtual machine installed. With this
system, finding the right evaluator to evaluate applications
will be more accurate. Archiving solicitations will no longer
be a headache, and searching data from previous solicitation
can be done in seconds . Therefore, the quality of approving grant
proposals will be improved, and OTTC will have more time to
support applicants and evaluators.
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Future Directions
Compared to the previous version, this system now has many
major improvements, which gives OTTC the ability to run
solicitations more efficiently. But the improvements do not stop
there. One of the major improvements that need to be done is
adding custom statistics reports. So far, the system only
generates two kinds of reports, and they cannot be customized.
The other improvements that can be done are redesign of the user
interfaces and revision of the system architecture. Furthermore,
adapting coding standards will not only reduce the time of
development, but also reduce bugs.
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APPENDIX
TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
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Terms and Abbreviations
API
CSCI
CSS
CSUSB
DAO
DOC
ER
HTML
HTTP
JDBC
JSP
MVC
MySQL
ODM
OOP
OSMS
OTTC
Applications Programming Interface.
Computer Science Department.
Cascading Style Sheets.
California State University, San Bernardino.
Database Access Object.
A file in Microsoft Word Document format.
The Entity-relationship model (ERM) or
Entity-relationship diagram (ERD)'is a data model or 
diagram for high-level descriptions of conceptual data 
models, and it provides a graphical notation for 
representing such data models in the form of 
entity-relationship diagrams.
Hypertext Markup Language.
Hypertext Transfer Protocol.
Java Database Connectivity.
Java Server Page.
Model View Controller.
Open source database system.
Object-oriented Data Mapping is is to map Java objects 
to records in a relational database.
Object-Oriented Programming is organised around 
"objects" rather than "actions, " data rather than logic 
It is a revolutionary concept that'changed the rules 
in computer program development,
Online Solicitation Management System.
The Office of Technology Transfer and
Commercialization.
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PDF A file in Adobe Acrobat format.
Servlet A Java Servlet can be thought of as an applet that runs 
on the server side.
SQL Structured Query Language.
SSL Secure Socket Layer.
TCP/IP Transmission Control Protocol/lnternet Protocol. A 
protocol for communication between computers, used as 
a standard for transmitting data over networks and as 
the basis for standard Internet protocols.
Tomcat Tomcat is the Servlet container that is used in the 
official Reference Implementation for the Java Servlet 
and Java Server Pages technologies.
URL Uniform Resource Locator.
XHTML extensible Hypertext Transfer Protocol.
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